Seamless 3D-Indoor and Outdoor Navigation
supporting User Context including Location Based
Services
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Moreover a promising approach for seamless indoor
and outdoor navigation is missing.
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Understanding the cognitive structure of environments is a basic concept in current navigation
systems. A salience model indicates how objects can
become a landmark by means of visual, structural and
cognitive characteristics (Raubal & Winter, 2002;
Klippel & Winter, 2005). However, most suggestions in
the literature are dedicated to outdoor environments
so that the difficulty is related to the assignability from
outdoors to indoors. Hence, a catalogue defining a
minimum set of concrete objects for a landmarkbased guidance in indoor environments would be
desirable.

Figure 1. Example for coexistence of primal and dual space.
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environments to be able to form the base for an
indoor navigation system. The model proposes a
general concept on space modeling and graph
derivation by separating different notions of space
onto different space layers where the primal and dual
spaces co-exist (c.f. fig 1). This so called Multilayer
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integration of conceptually separated indoor space
models within a multilayered representation. The
layers are independent in such that they represent
separate decompositions of indoor space according to
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